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Abstract
Data mining is the art of extracting information from data and creating
useful knowledge. Itemset mining, or pattern mining, is an important
subfield that consists in finding relevant patterns in datasets. We focus
on two subproblems: high-utility itemset mining, where a numerical
value called utility is associated to every tuple of the dataset, and pat-
terns are extracted whose utilities sum up to a high-enough value ; and
skypattern mining, which is the extraction of patterns optimizing vari-
ous measures, using the notion of Pareto domination. To tackle both of
these challenges, we follow a generalistic approach based on measures’
piecewise (anti-)monotonicity. This mathematical property is used in
multidupehack, an algorithm in which it is proved useful to prune
the search space. Our contributions are implemented as extensions
of multidupehack in order to benefit from its powerful pruning strat-
egy. It also allows the extraction of patterns in a broad context: many
existing algorithms only handle datasets that are 0/1-matrices, while
this work deals with uncertain tensors, i.e. n-dimensional datasets in
which the values are numerical numbers between 0 and 1. Experiments
on real-life datasets show the efficiency of our approach, and its ability
to extract semantically highly relevant patterns. Comparative studies
on reference datasets prove its competitiveness with state-of-the-art al-
gorithms: despite its greater versatility, it is often shown faster than its
competitors.
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Sammanfattning
Datautvinning är konsten att skapa användbar kunskap genom att ut-
vinna information ur data. Itemset-utvinning, eller mönsteranalys, är
ett viktigt delområde inom datautvinning som består av att hitta möns-
ter i dataset. Denna studie fokuserar på två sub-problem: high utili-
ty itemset-utvinning, mönsteranalys där ett numerisk värde befästs på
nyttan (utility) hos varje tupel i datasetet för att sedan utvinna endast
den data med hög nytta; och skypattern mining, som är en utvinning av
mönster där man optimerar olika värden, med hjälp av Pareto-dominans.
För att tackla dessa problem använder vi ett generalistiskt angreppssätt
som baseras på mätvärdens delvisa (anti-)monotonicitet. Denna mate-
matiska egenskap används i multidupehack, en algoritm där egenska-
pen visar sig nyttig för att beskära sökrymder. Vårt bidrag innefattar
en fördjupad implementation av multidupehack för att dra nytta av
dess kraftfulla beskärningsstrategi. Bidraget tillåter även utvinning av
mönster i en större kontext: många samtida algoritmer kan bara hante-
ra dataset bestående av 0/1-matriser, medan detta bidrag tacklar obe-
stämda tensorer, n-dimensionella dataset i vilka värdena är numeriska
tal mellan 0 och 1. Experiment på dataset ur vardagen visar effektivite-
ten av vårt angreppssätt och dess förmåga att utvinna mycket seman-
tiskt relevanta mönster. Liknande studier på referensdataset visar dess
prestationsförmåga gentemot state-of-the-art algoritmer: trots algorit-
mens allsidighet, visar den prov på att vara bättre än sina konkurrenter.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 General presentation
Mining local patterns, such as itemsets in a 0/1 matrix, is computa-
tionally hard. Indeed, the search space exponentially grows with the
size of the input data. In fact, even the number of local patterns may
be exponential in that size. To avoid any pattern overload, constraints
may filter those that are considered sufficiently good w.r.t. measures of
interest the analyst defines. For example, given a binary 3-way dataset
indicating, among other, which customer (a dimension) bought which
product (another dimension), the analyst may want to discover every
subset of customers who all bought a same subset of the products (a
all-ones sub-cube) as long as the pattern involves at least 10 customers
(a minimal-frequency constraint) and the total benefit made on the re-
lated purchases exceeds 100e (a minimal-utility constraint). Table 1.1a
shows such an example.

Depending on how it traverses the search space, an algorithm to
mine local patterns may be able to identify and leave unexplored sub-
spaces that are empty of patterns satisfying a given constraint. That
can drastically reduce the run time and turn tractable the discovery
of patterns in large datasets. For instance, the famous APriori algo-
rithm can identify and leave unexplored subspaces of the itemset space
that do not contain any itemset satisfying a minimal-frequency con-
straint [1]. In fact, APriori can theoretically do so with any number of
constraints that are anti-monotone, a mathematical property that goes
together with the way the pattern space is traversed. Since then, more
general classes of constraints have been defined and algorithms han-

1
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Table 1.1: Raw data, a 3-way uncertain tensor derived from them
(quantities are mapped to values in [0, 1]) and the external data-access
function examples.

(a) Supermarket sale data.

da
y

cu
st
om
er

pr
od
uc
t

qu
an
ti
ty

pr
ic
e

(e
)

01 Alice Tea 6 7
01 Alice Egg 6 2
01 Bob Egg 12 4
01 Bob Wine 1 20
01 Bob Pie 1 1
02 Alice Wine 2 40
02 Dave Tea 6 5
... ... ... ... ...

(b) 3-way uncertain tensor.

da
y

cu
st
om
er

pr
od
uc
t

7→ Tt

01 Alice Tea 7→ 0.6
01 Alice Egg 7→ 0.5
01 Bob Egg 7→ 0.9
01 Bob Wine 7→ 0.8
01 Bob Pie 7→ 0.3
02 Alice Wine 7→ 1
02 Dave Tea 7→ 0.6
... ... ... ... ...

(c) Utility function (I = {1, 2, 3}).

da
y

cu
st
om
er

pr
od
uc
t

7→ u(t)

01 Alice Tea 7→ 7
01 Alice Egg 7→ 2
01 Bob Egg 7→ 4
01 Bob Wine 7→ 20
01 Bob Pie 7→ 1
02 Alice Wine 7→ 40
02 Dave Tea 7→ 5
... ... ... ... ...

(d) Two external data-access functions.

da
y

cu
st
om
er

pr
od
uc
t

7→ (x
(t
),
y
(t
))

01 Alice Tea 7→ (1,7)
01 Alice Egg 7→ (1,2)
01 Bob Egg 7→ (1,4)
01 Bob Wine 7→ (1,20)
01 Bob Pie 7→ (1,1)
02 Alice Wine 7→ (2,40)
02 Dave Tea 7→ (2,5)
... ... ... ... ...
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dling them efficiently have been designed. In particular, many con-
straints are piecewise (anti-)monotone [3] (aka primitive-based [25, 26], an
equivalent way to define them). The multidupehack algorithm, intro-
duced in [4] and examined in this thesis, efficiently lists generalized
itemsets satisfying any number of such constraints. The generalization
is twofold: the patterns can be n-dimensional (n ≥ 2) and can tolerate
noise. More precisely, multidupehack mines uncertain tensors, i.e., ten-
sors with values in [0, 1] that quantify to what extent n-tuples satisfy a
Boolean predicate, e.g., to what extent every customer bought a high
quantity (0 means “definitely low”, 1 means “definitely high” and a
gradation is possible) of every product during every year (a third di-
mension).

A so-called high-utility itemset can take into account the price infor-
mation in Table 1.1a. It is an itemset that is further constrained: the
total amount of money that the customers (in the supporting set) spent
on the products (in the itemset) must exceed a threshold that the ana-
lyst fixes. That additional constraint filters out patterns with little im-
pact on the turnover. Many algorithms handle it during the search
of the patterns, i.e., the constraint prunes the pattern space and the
high-utility itemsets can be discovered in large datasets where listing
all itemsets (to then keep those of high-utility) is intractable.

This thesis studies a generalized version of the minimal-utility con-
straint: the utilities can be attached to tuples that need not involve ele-
ments in all the dimensions (e.g., every product, rather than every pair
(customer, product), can have a price) and the utilities can be positive
and negative. Even generalized, the constraint is shown to be piece-
wise (anti-)monotone, a mathematical property that allows some algo-
rithms to prune the search of high-utility patterns. multidupehack [4]
is such an algorithm. Not only does it efficiently handles any number
of piecewise (anti-)monotone constraint, but it is not restricted to 0/1
matrices: it can mine uncertain tensors, i.e. tensors with values in [0, 1]

that quantify to what extent the tuple is present in the dataset. Given
Table 1.1a, the multidimensional aspect allows for taking into consid-
eration the days the purchases were made and seasonal behaviors can
be discovered because a pattern becomes a subset of products bought
by a subset of customers during a subset of days. The uncertain as-
pect allows to take into account the purchased quantities, which are
turned into membership degrees in [0, 1], and not necessarily 0 or 1. In Ta-
ble 1.1b, the analyst considered that buying six eggs is moderately sig-
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nificant (membership degree equal to 0.5), less significant than buying
a dozen (membership degree equal to 0.9). multidupehack offers addi-
tional possibilities such as the search of closed patterns. The minimal-
utility constraint has been implemented in multidupehack to benefit
from all those possibilities. That represents a significant advance w.r.t.
the state-of-the-art algorithms, which individually tackle at most one
of the generalizations listed above.

Although useful, constraints usually depend on minimal thresh-
olds (e.g., 10 customers and 100e) that are hard to fix: if too small,
the number of patterns satisfying the constraints and the time require-
ments may remain prohibitive; if too large, no pattern satisfies the con-
straints. Moreover, the constraints being hard, relevant patterns may
be missed (e.g., a pattern related to a huge benefit but only involv-
ing 9 customers). To address both issues, Soulet, Raïssi, Plantevit, and
Crémilleux have proposed to mine skypatterns [24]. Given a set of mea-
sures scoring the relevance of a pattern in different ways (e.g., the fre-
quency and the utility), a skypattern is a pattern that is Pareto opti-
mal [2]: no other pattern scores better on one of the measures and
scores at least as well on all the remaining measures. The ability to
efficiently mine skypatterns has been implemented in multidupehack
during the thesis and a comparison with the current state-of-the-art in
skypattern mining is presented.

1.2 Goals and contributions
This thesis aims at improving standard pattern mining tasks: high-
utility pattern mining and skypattern mining, well-studied problems
which are thoroughly explained in the thesis report. Those two prob-
lems refer to classical data-mining tasks, because of their multiple real-
life application, and have already received great deals of attention in
the litterature. This improvement is performed within the scope of
multidupehack, a state-of-the-art, generalist pattern-mining algorithm.
“Generalist” is here to be taken in the sense that multidupehack has not
been designed with a specific problem in mind, but makes use of the
class of piecewise (anti-)monotone constraints to solve multiple similar
problems at once (multidupehack can therefore be seen as a framework
for mining patterns under such constraints).

To summarize, this thesis answers the following question: how ro-
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bust is multidupehack regarding high-utility and skypattern mining?

1.3 Thesis outline
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 defines, both formally
and informally, the concepts presented above, along with other tools
that are used in the rest of the document, and also present the up-to-
date state-of-the-art algorithms. Chapter 3 presents the methodology
employed during the research endeavor in order to efficiently mine pat-
terns. Chapter 4 shows various experiments, both against the state-of-
the-art and with original datasets, in order to test the efficiency and
versatility of the approach. Then, Chapter 5 discusses the findings and
reflects on the work, and finally, Chapter 6 briefly concludes.



Chapter 2

Background

This chapter introduces several concepts used throughout this thesis.
In order to illustrate the concepts, Table 1.1 will be used as a running
example. It describes (in an oversimplified fashion) the sales of a su-
permarket using three dimensions of analysis: to each customer, day
of purchase and quantity is mapped a price. This chapter also provides
an overview of the state-of-the-art algorithms.

2.1 Definitions

2.1.1 Uncertain tensors
Definition 2.1 (Uncertain tensor) Given n ∈ N dimensions (i.e., n finite
sets, assumed disjoint without loss of generality)D1, …,Dn, an uncertain ten-
sor T maps any n-tuple t ∈

∏n
i=1 Di (where

∏
denotes the Cartesian product)

to a value Tt ∈ [0, 1], called membership degree of t.

Uncertain tensors generalize both 0/1 tensors (with values in {0, 1})
and uncertain matrices (when n = 2). The latter are sometimes referred
to as fuzzy relation in the literature.

Raw data is generally not uncertain in the sense of Definition 2.1.
Real-life datasets often present natural or real values: see Table 1.1a
for an example. This data therefore needs to be turned uncertain, i.e.
within [0, 1]. In order to transform the data without lost of information,
a logistic function maps values from R in [0, 1] in a bijective manner.
Figure 2.1 gives an examples of such a function. The parameters need
to be tuned on a per-dataset basis.

6
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Figure 2.1: A logistic function of the form f(x) = L
1+e−k(x−x0)

. Here,
L = 1, k = 1 and x0 = 0, which corresponds to a sigmoid function. The
parameters L, k and x0 allow to tweak the shape of the curve. This
function is bijective.

2.1.2 Patterns
Definition 2.2 (Pattern) (X1, . . . , Xn) is a pattern if and only if ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n},
Xi ⊆ Di.

In other words, a pattern is n subsets of each of the n dimensions D1,
…, Dn. The pattern (X1, . . . , Xn) covers the n-tuple t ∈

∏n
i=1Di if and

only if t ∈
∏n

i=1Xi. For example, in Table 1.1b, any triplet of subsets of
day, customer and product is a pattern.

Note that the literature generally refers to patterns as itemsets, as
most of the literature focuses on matrices (i.e. n = 2). 2-way patterns
are conceptually itemsets. However, patterns do refer to a more general
concept. In this thesis, in order to reduce confusion with the existing
literature while keeping an appropriate degree of generality, ”itemset”
refers to ”2-way pattern”.

ET-n-set

The above definition are purely syntactical. To be semantically rele-
vant, a pattern must mostly cover n-tuples having membership degrees
close to 1. Cerf and Meira have argued, both theoretically and empiri-
cally, for the following semantics [4]:
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Definition 2.3 (ET-n-set) Given an uncertain n-way tensor T and n noise-
tolerance thresholds (ϵ1, . . . , ϵn) ∈ Rn

+, a pattern (X1, . . . , Xn) is an ET-n-set1

in T if and only if ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, ∀x ∈ Xi,
∑

t∈
∏n

j=1 Xi s.t. tj=x 1 − Tt ≤ ϵi,
where ti denotes the ith component of the n-tuple t.

In that definition of a semantically relevant pattern, 1− Tt can be seen
as an amount of noise to tolerate to have the pattern cover the n-tuple t.
By definition, summing those amounts over the covered n-tuples with
a fixed component x, involved in the ET-n-set, does not exceed a noise-
tolerance threshold ϵi, which depends on the dimension x is taken in.
The ET-n-sets generalize the patterns that only cover membership de-
grees equal to 1: (ϵ1, . . . , ϵn) = (0, . . . , 0) specifies these patterns, which
tolerate no noise.

Closure

An ET-n-set is closed in the ith dimension if substituting its ith set with any
proper superset always produces a pattern that is not a closed ET-n-set.

Definition 2.4 (Closure) Given i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, a pattern (X1, . . . , Xi, . . . , Xn)

is closed in the ith dimension if and only if ∀X ′
i ⊃ Xi, (X1, . . . , X

′
i, . . . , Xn)

is not an ET-n-set.

The classical itemsets in a 0/1 matrix therefore are the ET-2-sets, with
ϵ1 = ϵ2 = 0, that are closed in the dimension of the supporting set.

Definition 2.5 (Closed ET-n-set) A closed ET-n-set is an ET-n-set that is
closed in all n dimensions.

2.1.3 Measures and constraints
A measure is a numerical property of a pattern, for instance its size or
its area. It can be seen as a function m taking a pattern (X1, . . . , Xn) as
a parameter and evaluating to any real value.

Definition 2.6 (Measure) A measure is a function whose domain is
∏n

i=1 2
Di

and whose codomain is R.
1ET-n-set stands for Error-Tolerant n-set.
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Measures can score the relevance of a pattern. For instance, given a
pattern (X1, X2) in an uncertain matrix, (X1, X2) 7→ |X1| is the abso-
lute frequency measure and (X1, X2) 7→ |X1 ×X2| is the area measure,
which returns the number of 2-tuples that the pattern covers.

A constraint is a predicate evaluating to a Boolean value depending
on whether a measure of a pattern is above a certain threshold (see
Definition 2.7). They are used to enforce certain characteristics on the
patterns themselves: for instance the analyst is probably not interested
in small patterns, such as {∅, . . . , ∅}. Note that constraints can also be
used to ensure that some measure is below a certain threshold as well.

Definition 2.7 (Constraint) Given a measure m, a threshold α and a pat-
tern (X1, . . . , Xn), a constraint c is a predicate such that c(X1, . . . , Xn) ≡
m(X1, . . . , Xn) ≥ α.

This thesis focuses, among others, on two types on constraints: the
high-utility constraint (Section 2.1.3) and the minimal slope constraint
(Section 2.1.3). The two sections discuss why such constraints are of
particular interest. These two constraints both depend on the definition
of the external data-access function.

Definition 2.8 (External data-access function) Given I ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, an
external data-access function over I is a function whose domain is

∏
i∈I Di and

whose codomain is R.

In plain English, an external data-access function is a function map-
ping a subset of dimensions to a real value, beyond the data of the un-
certain tensor.

High-utility patterns

The utility is the measure corresponding to the sum of all the real val-
ues associated with elements taken in the pattern at input.

Definition 2.9 (Utility measure) Given I ⊆ {1, . . . , n} and an external
data-access function u over I , the utility is the measure (X1, . . . , Xn) 7→∑

t∈
∏

i∈I Xi
u(t).

Table 1.1c gives an example of such a function. Here, the utility of a
tuple corresponds to the price of a product. The goal of the analyst
could therefore be to list customers who spend the most, regardless of
the quantity bought – several other scenarios can be imagined. Note
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that the utility can be negative: in the case of our example, if the utility
corresponds to the actual benefit of the item, a negative utility mean
that the item is sold below its actual value.

The definition of the minimal utility constraint now follows.

Definition 2.10 (Utility constraint) Given I ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, an external
data-access function u over I and a threshold α, the minimal utility is the
constraint Cα-min-utility(X1, . . . , Xn) ≡

∑
t∈

∏
i∈I Xi

u(t) ≥ α.

This is of great interest from the analyst’s point of view: instead of ex-
tracting dozens of patterns, she can limit the results to the ones whose
value is above a certain threshold.

Minimal slope constraint

This measure outputs the slope of the line fitting 2D points associated
with the pattern at input:

Definition 2.11 (Slope measure) Given I ⊆ {1, . . . , n} and two external
data-access functions x and y over I , the slope is the following measure.

(X1, . . . , Xn) 7→

∑
t∈

∏
i∈I Xi

x(t)
∑

t∈
∏

i∈I Xi

y(t)−

∣∣∣∣∣∏
i∈I

Xi

∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
t∈

∏
i∈I Xi

x(t)y(t)

 ∑
t∈

∏
i∈I Xi

x(t)

2

−

∣∣∣∣∣∏
i∈I

Xi

∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
t∈

∏
i∈I Xi

x(t)2

.

That expression of the slope can be found in any textbook present-
ing the simple linear regression with the least-square approach (here,∣∣∏

i∈I Xi

∣∣ is the number of points).
The definition of the slope constraint can be derived using the same

logic as Definition 2.102. The idea, from the analyst’s point of view,
is to mine patterns whose any measure evolves sufficiently rapidly in
any dimension of analysis. For instance, she could look for customers
spending more and more over the course of a month. Table 1.1d gives
such an example. Here, tuples are mapped to points in a Cartesian
space interpreted as the utility evolution over time. The analyst could

2In practice, the difference between a measure and a constraint is hardly noticed,
as a constraint is simply a constrained measure.
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be interested in patterns having the highest slope, that is, patterns hav-
ing the greatest utility growth. Section 4.2.3 gives a more complex ex-
ample from real life.

Skypatterns

Different measures score the relevance of a pattern in different ways.
An analyst can define a set M of such measures. Some may be generic
(such as the frequency and the area), whereas others may be specific
to the application. To simplify the exposition of this thesis, it is here
assumed that the greater the value returned by a measure, the more
relevant the pattern. If a measure m gives smaller scores to more rel-
evant patterns, it can be substituted by −m. The analyst is therefore
interested in the ET-n-sets that simultaneously maximize all measures
in a set M . The skypatterns, introduced by Soulet, Raïssi, Plantevit, and
Crémilleux [24], are those optimal patterns, in the sense that they are
on the Pareto frontier (a.k.a. skyline) of the measures. To formally de-
fine the skypatterns, the concept of Pareto domination must be presented
first.

Definition 2.12 (Pareto domination) A pattern X ∈
∏n

i=1 2
Di dominates

a patternY ∈
∏n

i=1 2
Di with respect to a set of measuresM , denotedX ≻M Y ,

if and only if ∀m ∈M,m(X) ≥ m(Y ) ∧ ∃m ∈M,m(X) > m(Y ).

In English, a pattern X dominates a pattern Y when, according to
every measure in M , X is at least as relevant as Y and is strictly more
relevant according to one of these measures. An ET-n-set is a skypat-
tern if no ET-n-set dominates it:

Definition 2.13 (Skypattern) Given an uncertain n-way tensor tensor T ,
n noise-tolerance thresholds (ϵ1, . . . , ϵn) ∈ Rn

+ and a set of measures M , a
pattern X ∈

∏n
i=1 2

Di is a skypattern if and only if{
X is an ET-n-set
∀Y ∈

∏n
i=1 2

Di , Y ≻M X ⇒ Y is not an ET-n-set
.

In order to be easily understood, this concept can be visualized: Fig-
ure 2.2 is an illustrated example of the Pareto frontier in a 2-way tensor
(a matrix).
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q2

q1

Figure 2.2: Simplified visual explanation of the Pareto frontier (or sky-
line). q1 and q2 represent two measures, and the squares represent
extracted patterns. The red squares are the skypatterns, i.e. patterns
who are not dominated w.r.t. the Pareto domination criterion (Defini-
tion 2.12).

2.1.4 Piecewise (anti-)monotonicity
One mathematical property of the measures and constraint is the piece-
wise (anti-)monotonicity. This section focuses on defining this property,
whereas Section 3.2 discusses its interest in the framework of pattern
mining.

That mathematical property relies on the notion of rewritten mea-
sure:

Definition 2.14 (Rewriting) m′ is a rewriting of a measure m if and only if
it is a function, whose domain is

(∏n
i=1 2

Di
)2, whose codomain is R, and that

is such that ∀X ∈
∏n

i=1 2
Di , m′(X,X) = m(X).

The piecewise (anti-)monotonicity can now be defined:

Definition 2.15 (Piecewise (anti-)monotonicity) A measure m is piece-
wise (anti-)monotone if and only if there exists a rewriting m′ of m such that:
∀U ∈

∏n
i=1 2

Di , ∀X ∈
∏n

i=1 2
Ui , ∀L ∈

∏n
i=1 2

Xi , m(X) ≤ m′(L,U).

In that definition, L is a sub-pattern of X , which is a sub-pattern
of U . Stated in English, a measure is piecewise (anti-)monotone if and
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only if it admits a rewriting that is non-decreasing when its n first ar-
guments shrink and when its n last arguments grow.

Definition 2.14 and Definition 2.15 can easily be derived for con-
straints, as the notions of measure and constraint are closely related.
These two definitions might seem abstract from the reader’s point of
view but take all their sense in Section 3.2, proving that both high-
utility and slope are piecewise (anti-)monotone, and explaining why
this property is of great interest for pattern extraction tasks.

2.2 State-of-the-art
Several algorithms were introduced in order to mine high-utility pat-
terns and skypatterns. However, few of them are generalist, i.e. most of
the algorithms are designed to solve one and only one problem. multi-
dupehack, on the contrary, uses a similarity found in different pattern
mining tasks: a mathematical property called piecewise (anti-)monotoni-
city. Thanks to this property, it behaves as a framework for pattern min-
ing endeavors. It hence can be seen as a generalist approach, i.e. its
goal is not to solve a particular problem but to handle a rather broad
class of constraints to solve any problem depending upon such con-
straints. This section gives an overview of its competitors, focused on
the two aforementioned problems.

2.2.1 High-utility pattern mining
Literally dozens of algorithms have been proposed to solve special cases
of the problem of high-utility pattern mining. All those works focus on
the search of high-utility patterns in matrices, i.e. n = 2. The search
in 0/1 matrices of high-utility patterns tolerating no noise (i.e., ϵ1 =

ϵ2 = 0) is, by far, the most studied case. If the patterns are only forced
to be closed in the dimension of the supporting set, and I only con-
tains the index of the other dimension, the minimal-utility constraint
is actually called minimal-sum constraint [20]. If I is, instead, {1, 2}, the
returned patterns have been known under the name high-utility item-
sets since Yao, Hamilton, and Butz’s seminal article [32]. The algorithm
they propose only handles positive utilities. So do many subsequent
algorithms. To the best of our knowledge, FHM [10], EFIM [33], ULB-
Miner [6] and mHUIMiner [22] are, today, the fastest algorithms to list
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the high-utility itemsets in a 0/1 matrix when the utilities are all pos-
itive and no noise is tolerated. FHM+ [9] additionally forces the re-
turned itemsets to involve at least and at most user-defined numbers
of columns (the items).

HUINIV-Mine [5], FHN [7] and GHUM [14] have been specifically
designed to list high-utility itemsets (still without any tolerance to noise)
in presence of negative utilities. Every algorithm cited so far forces
the patterns to be closed in the dimension of the supporting set but
not in the other dimension. When every utility is positive, a pattern
that is closed in all dimensions is necessarily of higher utility than any
of its sub-patterns, which are also less informative for being smaller.
That is why, given a 0/1 matrix and only positive utilities, CHUD [27],
CHUI-Miner [31] and EFIM-Closed [11] only list the closed high-utility
itemsets, still without any tolerance to noise. CHUI-Miner and EFIM-
Closed are faster than CHUD. When some utilities are negative, min-
ing high-utilities itemsets that are closed in the dimension of the sup-
porting set may actually mean missing patterns that would be of high-
utility if their supporting sets were restricted to the rows contributing
positively to the utility of the pattern [5]. To the best of our knowledge,
this articles proposes the first algorithm to possibly list high-utility pat-
terns that need not be closed in any of the dimensions. It is as well the
first algorithm that can mine high-utility patterns in tensors, and even
uncertain tensors, of any dimensionality.

PHUI-List [16] and MUHUI [17] mine high-utility itemsets in 0/1
matrices whose rows have existing probabilities. HUPNU [12] consid-
ers probabilities attached to the cells of the matrix, i.e., an uncertain
matrix. Contrary to PHUI-List and MUHUI, HUPNU handles nega-
tive utilities too. Those three algorithms constrain the expected num-
ber of rows (assumed independent) involved in a pattern to be above a
user-defined threshold. The utility of a pattern is still computed in the
classical way, i.e., the probabilities have no influence on that utility.
As a consequence, a pattern may be of high-utility because some ex-
tremely improbable 2-tuples it covers have large utilities. In contrast,
multidupehack enforces constraints on the ET-n-sets, and not on all-
ones sub-tensors of a the tensor that would be obtained by turning ev-
ery non-null membership degree into 1. As a consequence, the satis-
faction of the constraints, in particular of the minimal-utility constraint,
indirectly depends on the membership degrees, between 0 and 1.

All the cited algorithms enumerate itemsets, i.e., subsets of one di-
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mension, by recursively adding one element to the last considered item-
set, and refine an upper-bound of the maximal utility over all the item-
sets (and their supporting sets) that may be recursively enumerated. If
the upper-bound becomes less than the minimal-utility threshold, go-
ing on with the recursion is guaranteed to not lead to any high-utility
itemset and the enumeration sub-tree is safely pruned. In contrast, this
proposal relies on multidupehack, which employs different enumera-
tion principles to list the ET-n-sets in an uncertain tensor, the itemsets
in a 0/1 matrix being a special case. Indeed, multidupehack recur-
sively adds to the previously considered pattern one element that can
be taken in any of the n dimensions. Furthermore, multidupehack can
prune the pattern space with any number of piecewise (anti-)monotone
constraints. Section 3.2.1 shows that the minimal-utility constraint is
piecewise (anti-)monotone, even if some utilities are negative.

2.2.2 Skypattern mining
The concept of Pareto optimality was introduced in the early 20th cen-
tury, to study economic efficiency, and was recently rediscovered by
Börzsöny, Kossmann, and Stocker [2], who implemented it as an addi-
tional operator – the skyline operator – for the SQL data query language.
Soulet, Raïssi, Plantevit, and Crémilleux use that operator to filter all-
ones sub-matrices mined in a 0/1 matrix and described with a list of
relevance measures to simultaneously optimize [24]. The resulting pat-
terns therefore are the skypatterns, as in Definition 2.13 but in a more
restricted context: n = 2 and ϵ1 = ϵ2 = 0. The authors prove that there
is not always a need to enumerate and post-process the complete set of
all-ones sub-matrices. If every measure is primitive-based, applying the
skyline operator to a condensed representation adequate to a subset of
the measures is enough. The article formalizes the process to compute
that subset. Aetheris is the name of the whole method. Section 4.2.1
shows it is slower than multidupehackwhen it comes to mining skypat-
terns w.r.t. the frequency and the area. In that case, the closed itemsets
adequate to the frequency (the classical closed itemsets) can be post-
processed. multidupehack can be configured to return a condensed
representation adequate to the size(s) of some (possibly none or all) of
the n subsets of a pattern.

The primitive-based measures are the piecewise (anti-)monotone mea-
sures defined in another way: primitives must be proposed, shown
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monotone or anti-monotone w.r.t. every argument (the other arguments
considered constant), and composed to obtain an equivalent measure.
That definition has advantages, e.g., it eases Aetheris’ computation of
the subset of measures mentioned above. However, in our humble
opinion, it is more complicated than Definitions 2.14 and 2.15. Both
the primitive-based measures and the piecewise (anti-)monotone mea-
sures were initially defined for constraints [25, 3, 26].

CP+SKY [30] is Aetheris implemented in a constraint programming
framework plus the enforcement of an additional constraint whenever
a candidate skypattern is discovered: from now on, patterns must not be
Pareto dominated by that candidate skypattern3. CP+SKY and multidupe-
hack handle the same class of measures and evaluate them in the same
way to prune the pattern space. Despite the generalization towards
more dimensions of analysis and towards noise tolerance, multidupe-
hack is faster than CP+SKY. Section 4.2.1 explains why. Ugarte, Boizu-
mault, Loudni, Crémilleux, and Lepailleur [30] introduced as well two
relaxations of the skypattern definition. Aetheris and CP+SKY were
theoretically and empirically compared in [28].

Negrevergne, Dries, Guns, and Nijssen [19] proposed an algebra
for programming patterns and an implementation, DP, to evaluate the
algebraic expressions in a constraint programming framework. The
algebra can express dominance relations between two patterns. The
Pareto domination is only one of them. Like CP+SKY, DP relies on dy-
namically added constraints that effectively prune pattern subspaces
where all patterns are dominated by previously discovered patterns.
To specifically mine skypatterns, DP does not compare well with the
state-of-the-art, as measured in Section 4.2.1. A different extension of
the skypattern mining problem is the computation of the patterns on
the skycube of the measures, i.e. the patterns that are Pareto optimal
w.r.t. any subset of the measures [29].

Some works focus on listing the skypatterns w.r.t. two measures,
e.g. all-ones sub-matrices maximizing the frequency and the utility
(with only positive values) [13, 18], a pattern set maximizing a sum
of arbitrary qualities and the joint entropy [15] or, in a collection of
relational graphs, sub-graphs maximizing the number of vertices and
the edge connectivity [21]. Other proposals, such as [23], approximately
mine subgraphs on the skyline over any set of measures.

3Line 5 in Algorithm 1 plays the exact same role.
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Method

The algorithm used throughout this thesis is multidupehack1, intro-
duced by Cerf and Meira [4]. Unlike its competitors, multidupehack
is a generalist algorithm: it does not focus on problem but introduces
a unified solution to large range of problems. The work performed
during the thesis amounts to two new extensions to multidupehack in
order to mine high-utility patterns and skypatterns. This section de-
scribes the inner mechanisms of multidupehack and shows why and
how it is extensible. It also includes mathematical proofs of why the
extensions are correct, i.e. why they allow to enforce additional con-
straints without missing patterns or apprending unnecessary patterns
to the output.

3.1 Pattern space pruning
Detailing multidupehack is out of the scope of this thesis. However, a
high-level presentation of that algorithm is useful to understand why
and how it can prune the search of the patterns under any piecewise
(anti-)monotone constraint, as defined in Section 2.1.4. Given an uncer-
tain tensor, which maps every n-tuple t ∈

∏n
i=1 Di to a value in [0, 1],

multidupehack recursively traverses the pattern space, i.e. the set of
all sub-tensors,

∏n
i=1 2

Di . Every recursive call starts the exploration of
a subspace that two patterns define: the lower bound (L1, . . . , Ln) of the
subspace and the upper bound (U1, . . . , Un) of the subspace. In other

1multidupehack is not a dupe hack. It stands for MULTI-Dimensional Uncertain
Pattern Extractions Having A Closedness Knowledge.
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(L1, . . . , Ln)

(U1, . . . , Un)

Parent

Choose
e ∈ ∪ni=1Ui \ Li

(L1, . . . , Lk ∪ {e}, . . . , Ln)

(U ′
1, . . . , U

′
n), where ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n},

U ′
i = {f ∈ Ui | (L1, . . . , Lk ∪ {e}, . . . , Li ∪ {f}, . . . , Ln) is a ET-n-set}

Left child

Towards (X1, . . . , Xn)

with e ∈ Xk

(L1, . . . , Ln)

(U1, . . . , Uk \ {e}, . . . , Un)

Right child

Towards (X1, . . . , Xn)

with e /∈ Xk

Figure 3.1: multidupehack’s pattern space traversal.

terms, a pattern (X1, . . . , Xn) is in the subspace that the two bounds de-
fine, if and only if ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, Li ⊆ Xi ⊆ Ui. Initially, (L1, . . . , Ln) =

(∅, . . . , ∅) and (U1, . . . , Un) = (D1, . . . , Dn), i.e. multidupehack starts the
exploration of the whole pattern space.

As illustrated in Figure 3.1, if (L1, . . . , Ln) ̸= (U1, . . . , Un), an ele-
ment e ∈ ∪n

i=1Ui \ Li is selected and two recursive calls are made to
start the exploration of two subspaces whose union contains all the
ET-n-sets in the parent subspace: the patterns involving e (added to
the respective dimension of the child lower bound) and the patterns
that do not involve e (removed from the respective dimension of the
child upper bound). The former subspace does not only have a ”larger”
(w.r.t. ⊆ over all dimensions) lower bound than its parent. It usually
has a ”smaller” upper bound too: every element that the parent upper
bound involves but that cannot extend the child lower bound with-
out making it violate the definition of an ET-n-set is removed. In this
way, any lower bound (L1, . . . , Ln) is an ET-n-set and, if (L1, . . . , Ln) =

(U1, . . . , Un), this ET-n-set is output.

3.2 Using piecewise (anti-)monotonicity
Because it refines both a lower and an upper bound of the pattern
space, multidupehack can prune the search of the patterns under any
set of piecewise (anti-)monotone constraints. Algorithm 1 describes
the main procedure of multidupehack and shows, on the first test, how
it makes use of piecewise (anti-)monotone constraints. According to
Definition 2.15, ∀U ∈

∏n
i=1 2

Di , ∀X ∈
∏n

i=1 2
Ui , ∀L ∈

∏n
i=1 2

Xi , m(X) ≤
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m′(L,U). As a consequence, as soon as c′(L,U) is not satisfied, any
subpattern X won’t satisfy c anymore: the subspace is safely pruned
without losing any pattern satisfying c.

Algorithm 1: multidupehack.
Data: L, U
Result: Every closed ET-n-set containing every element in L,

possibly some elements in U , and satisfying a piecewise
(anti)-monotone rewritten constraint c′

1 if c′(L,U) ∧ U ∪ V is closed then
2 if L = U then
3 output(U )
4 else
5 choose e ∈ ∪n

i=1Ui \ Li

/* Let k the index of the dimension e is chosen in
*/

6 multidupehack(L1, . . . , Lk ∪ {e}, . . . , Ln, U ′
1, . . . , U

′
n)

/* where ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, U ′
i is defined as in

Figure 3.1 */
7 multidupehack(L1, . . . , Ln, U1, . . . , Uk \ {e}, . . . , Un)

It is now clear that any piecewise (anti-)monotone constraint is ef-
fectively handled by multidupehack. This thesis mainly focuses on two
constraints; it is therefore necessary to prove that they are piecewise
(anti-)monotone. In order to prove it, one must first establish a rewrit-
ing of the measure associated to the constraint (Definition 2.14), and
then show the inequality presented in Definition 2.15.

3.2.1 Mining high-utility patterns
Based on Definition 2.9, a rewriting m′

utility of the utility measure mutility
is

(Xa
1 , . . . , X

a
n, X

m
1 , . . . , Xm

n ) 7→
∑

t∈
∏

i∈I X
a
i

such that u(t)<0

u(t) +
∑

t∈
∏

i∈I X
m
i

such that u(t)>0

u(t) .

(3.1)
The equality m′

utility(X,X) = mutility(X), for any pattern X ∈
∏n

i=1 2
Di ,

derives from 0 being the identity element for the addition (ignoring
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the |I|-tuples that u maps to 0 does not alter the utility) and from the
commutativity and associativity of the addition (the outputs of u can
be summed in any order to get the utility).

The piecewise (anti-)monotonicity of the utility follows. Indeed, its
rewriting in (3.1) is non-decreasing when its n first arguments shrink
(negative terms in the first sum are removed) and when its n last ar-
guments shrink (positive terms in the second sum are added). As a
consequence,

∀U ∈
n∏

i=1

2Di , ∀X ∈
n∏

i=1

2Ui , ∀L ∈
n∏

i=1

2Xi , mutility(X) ≤ m′
utility(L,U)

and Definition 2.15 is established.

3.2.2 Mining high-slope patterns
Any rewriting of a measure can be proposed to prove this measure
piecewise (anti-)monotone. In this way, many measures have that math-
ematical property. That section takes the complex slope measure (Def-
inition 2.11) as an example, and shows its piecewise (anti-)monotoni-
city.

To simplify the proof that the slope is piecewise (anti-)monotone,
all the outputs of the x and y external data-access functions, i.e., the
abscissas and the ordinates of the points, are supposed positive. If
it is not the case, mint∈

∏
i∈I Xi

x(t) is subtracted from every abscissa
and mint∈

∏
i∈I Xi

y(t) is subtracted from every ordinate, moving all the
points to the positive quadrant of the Cartesian coordinate system. The
slope of the fitting line being invariant under translation, x ≥ 0 and
y ≥ 0 are assumed without loss of generality.

A rewriting m′
slope of the slope mslope maps (Xa, Xm) ∈

(∏n
i=1 2

Di
)2

to:

case 1. if denom(Xm, Xa) > 0 then

(a) num(Xa, Xm)

denom(Xm, Xa)
if num(Xa, Xm) > 0

(b) num(Xa, Xm)

denom(Xa, Xm)
otherwise

case 2. if denom(Xa, Xm) < 0 then
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(a) num(Xm, Xa)

denom(Xa, Xm)
if num(Xm, Xa) < 0

(b) num(Xm, Xa)

denom(Xm, Xa)
otherwise

case 3. otherwise +∞

where ∀(X1, X2) = (X1
1 , . . . , X

1
n, X

2
1 , . . . , X

2
n) ∈

(∏n
i=1 2

Di
)2:

• num(X1, X2) =
∑

t∈
∏

i∈I X
2
i

x(t)
∑

t∈
∏

i∈I X
2
i

y(t)−

∣∣∣∣∣∏
i∈I

X1
i

∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
t∈

∏
i∈I X

1
i

x(t)y(t);

• denom(X1, X2) =

 ∑
t∈

∏
i∈I X

2
i

x(t)

2

−

∣∣∣∣∣∏
i∈I

X1
i

∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
t∈

∏
i∈I X

1
i

x(t)2.

The equalitym′
slope(X,X) = mslope(X), for any patternX ∈

∏n
i=1 2

Di ,
derives from the equality num(X,X)

denom(X,X)
= mslope(X), for cases 1 and 2 in the

definition of m′
slope, and from the nullity of denom(X,X) in case 3.

The rewritingm′
slope actually proves thatmslope is piecewise (anti-)mono-

tone. To show it, following Definition 2.15, let us take U ∈
∏n

i=1 2
Di ,

X ∈
∏n

i=1 2
Ui and L ∈

∏n
i=1 2

Xi . L being a sub-pattern of X , its subsets
of the dimensions with indexes in I are subsets of those ofX , i.e. ∀i ∈ I ,
Li ⊆ Xi. That implies

∏
i∈I Li ⊆

∏
i∈I Xi, which in turn implies both∣∣∏

i∈I Li

∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∏
i∈I Xi

∣∣ and
∑

t∈
∏

i∈I Li
x(t)2 ≤

∑
t∈

∏
i∈I Xi

x(t)2. As a con-
sequence, the (positive) quantity subtracted in the expression of denom
is smaller if L, rather than X , is input as the first argument. U being a
super-pattern of X , the first sum, in the expression of denom, involves
more terms when U , rather than X , is input as the second argument.
Because x ≥ 0, that sum is greater and so is its square. Combining
the results on both parts in the expression of denom, denom(X,X) ≤
denom(L,U) stands. It entails denom(X,X) > 0 ⇒ denom(L,U) > 0,
i.e., if (X,X) triggers case 1 of m′

slope then (L,U) cannot trigger case 2.
The same steps as in the previous paragraph, but considering X or

its super-pattern U as the first input of denom, X or its sub-pattern
L as the second input of denom, prove denom(U,L) ≤ denom(X,X).
That inequality entails denom(X,X) < 0 ⇒ denom(U,L) < 0, i.e., if
(X,X) triggers case 2 of m′

slope then (L,U) cannot trigger case 1. Also,
denom(X,X) = 0 implies both denom(U,L) ≤ 0 and denom(L,U) ≥
0, i.e., if (X,X) triggers case 3 then (L,U) triggers neither case 1 nor
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case 2. Given all the impossibilities proven so far, if (X,X) triggers
case k ∈ {1, 2, 3} in the definition of m′

slope then (L,U) triggers either
case k or case 3.

If (L,U) triggers case 3, mslope(X) = m′
slope(X,X) ≤ m′

slope(L,U) =

+∞. It remains to prove mslope(X) ≤ m′
slope(L,U) when (X,X) and

(L,U) both trigger case 1 or when they both trigger case 2. An analysis
of the expression of num, which is analog to the earlier analysis of de-
nom and uses both x ≥ 0 and y ≥ 0, proves num(U,L) ≤ num(X,X) ≤
num(L,U) and, in sequence, the impossibility for (L,U) to trigger a
sub-case (b) if (X,X) triggers the related sub-case (a). If, on the con-
trary, (X,X) triggers a sub-case (b) and (L,U) triggers the related sub-
case (a) then m(X) = m′

slope(X,X) ≤ m′
slope(L,U). Indeed, given the

tests in m′
slope and the inequations denom(U,L) ≤ denom(X,X) ≤

denom(L,U) that were proven above, the sub-cases (a) always provide
positive outputs, whereas the sub-cases (b) always provide negative
(hence smaller) outputs.

Finally, when (X,X) and (L,U) trigger, in the definition of m′
slope,

not only a same case but also a same sub-case, mslope(X) ≤ m′
slope(L,U)

still stands. Indeed, the inequality num(U,L) ≤num(X,X) ≤num(L,U)

and the inequality denom(U,L) ≤ denom(X,X) ≤ denom(L,U) to-
gether entail:

• mslope(X) = num(X,X)
denom(X,X)

≤ num(L,U)
denom(U,L)

if the two numerators and the
two denominators are positive, i.e., in case 1a;

• mslope(X) = num(X,X)
denom(X,X)

≤ num(L,U)
denom(L,U)

if the two numerators are neg-
ative and the two denominators are positive, i.e., in case 1b;

• mslope(X) = num(X,X)
denom(X,X)

≤ num(U,L)
denom(L,U)

if the two numerators and the
two denominators are negative, i.e., in case 2a;

• mslope(X) = num(X,X)
denom(X,X)

≤ num(U,L)
denom(U,L)

if the two numerators are pos-
itive and the two denominators are negative, i.e., in case 2b.

3.3 Mining skypatterns
By slightly tweaking multidupehack high level logic, it can efficiently
mine skypatterns defined in Section 2.1.3. Algorithm 2 gives multi-
dupehack’s pseudo-code augmented with a few instructions that make
it only return the skypatterns w.r.t. a set of measures, which must be
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piecewise (anti-)monotone. Beside the uncertain tensor T and the noise
tolerance thresholds ϵ1, …, ϵn, the algorithm is given a set M ′ of rewrit-
ings: one rewriting per measure to maximize, which must be a rewrit-
ing proving the measure is piecewise (anti-)monotone (Definition 2.15).
Algorithm 2 refines an initially empty (line 1) set S of ET-n-sets, which
is, at the end of the computation, the set of the skypatterns (line 3). To
do so, whenever the lower and the upper bounds of the search space
meet, i.e., L = U (line 6), the discovered ET-n-set L is added to the par-
tially computed solution set S and the previously discovered ET-n-sets
in S that L dominates are removed. (line 7). None of those previously
discovered ET-n-sets dominates L because line 5 tested ∀P ∈ S , P ⊁M

L (see Definition 2.12). Indeed, when L = U , m′(L,U) = m′(L,L) =

m(L). Nevertheless, that test is made as well when L ̸= U . If it fails, the
pattern subspace, defined by the lower and upper bound L and U , is
left unexplored. The next paragraph proves that pruning, which may
drastically reduce the run time, is safe, i.e. that any pattern X in the
pruned pattern subspace cannot be a skypattern.

Algorithm 2: multidupehack for skypattern mining
Data: T , ϵ1, …, ϵn, M ′ /* global variables */
Result: the skypatterns in T

1 S ← ∅ /* global variable */
2 mine(∅, . . . , ∅, D1, . . . , Dn)
3 return S

4 Function mine(L, U):
5 if ∀P ∈ S , ∃m′ ∈M ′ | m′(P, P ) < m′(L,U) ∨ ∀m′ ∈

M ′,m′(P, P ) ≤ m′(L,U) then
6 if L = U then
7 S ← {P ∈ S | L ⊁M P} ∪ {L}
8 else
9 choose e ∈ ∪n

i=1Ui \ Li

/* Let k the index of the dimension e is chosen
in */

10 mine(L1, . . . , Lk ∪ {e}, . . . , Ln, U ′
1, . . . , U

′
n)

/* where ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, U ′
i is defined as in

Figure 3.1 */
11 mine(L1, . . . , Ln, U1, . . . , Uk \ {e}, . . . , Un)
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∀m ∈M ,m′ is a rewriting ofm that proves its piecewise (anti-)mono-
tonicity and, given multidupehack’s traversal of the pattern space, X ∈∏n

i=1 2
Ui (X is a sub-pattern of U ) and L ∈

∏n
i=1 2

Xi (L is a sub-pattern
of X). That is why, by Definition 2.15, m(X) ≤ m′(L,U). The test on
line 5 fails when its logical negation, ∃P ∈ S | ∀m ∈ M , m′(L,U) ≤
m(P ) ∧ ∃m ∈M | m′(L,U) < m(P ), holds. As a consequence, by tran-
sitivity of ≤, the test on line 5 fails only if ∃P ∈ S | ∀m ∈ M , m(X) ≤
m(P ) ∧ ∃m ∈M | m(X) < m(P ), i.e. only if ∃P ∈ S | P ≻M X (Defini-
tion 2.12). Since any pattern entering S is an ET-n-set, Definition 2.13’s
second requirement is violated: X is not a skypattern.

3.4 Metrics used
In order to compare multidupehack with its competitors, two metrics
are used: speed and memory consumption. The validity of results is
obviously another main criterion – an algorithm yielding erroneous re-
sults is immediately discarded. The tool used to compute these metrics
is UNIX build-in time function, for the sake of simplicity.

Evaluating multidupehack against real-life dataset is more tricky.
Indeed, there is no objective measure to evaluate the soundness of the
results – and multidupehack being the only algorithm able to handle
the datasets presented below, it is impossible to compare it against any
competitor. The method employed is thereby to match patterns to eas-
ily verifiable facts. For instance, velov is a dataset representing bike
trips performed within the city of Lyon, France. Knowing the city and
its district allows to map real-life knowledge on the extracted patterns,
showing their relevancy. Section 4.2.4 gives more details about this.



Chapter 4

Experimental results

This chapter compares multidupehack with the current state-of-the-art
on two classic problems: high-utility pattern mining (Section 4.1) and
skypattern mining (Section 4.2). It also details experiments performed
on real-life datasets, such as twitch or velov.

4.1 High-utility itemsets
multidupehackwas compiled using g++ 5.4 at the O3 optimization level.
Java 8 runs the SPMF [8] implementations of the competing algorithms.
All the experiments are performed on a GNU/Linux™ system run-
ning on top of a 3.5 GHz core (all implementations are monothreaded).
Missing points on a curve relate to executions that require more than
10 GB of RAM or more than two hours of computation.

4.1.1 High-utility itemsets in 0/1 matrices: comparison
with the state-of-the-art

Mining high-utility itemsets, with no tolerance to noise and only posi-
tive utilities is a well-studied problem. As discussed earlier, FHM [10],
EFIM [33], ULB-Miner [6] and mHUIMiner [22] are the fastest exist-
ing algorithms to solve it. multidupehack is compared to them in that
specific context. Four 0/1 matrices are used: chess of size 3 196 × 75,
connect of size 67 557× 129, foodmart of size 3 196× 75, and mushroom
of size 8 124 × 119. They were all downloaded from SPMF’s website1,

1http://www.philippe-fournier-viger.com/spmf/index.php?link=
datasets.php [8].
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which provides as well positive utilities for them, sampled from a uni-
form distribution in [0, 10], except foodmart’s utilities, which are not
synthetic.

Figure 4.1 reports run times in function of the minimal utility thresh-
old, α, varying in intervals commonly adopted in the literature, which
uses the same datasets. Despite multidupehack’s far broader scope, its
performance remains correct. EFIM is the fastest contender on all the
tested datasets except foodmart, where multidupehack does not per-
form well either. For each dataset, Figure 4.2 shows how much memory
every competitor requires on average over the tested settings. multi-
dupehack has, by a large margin, the smallest memory requirements to
mine chess and mushroom. connect is the most memory-demanding
dataset. multidupehack mines it consuming at most 680 MB, whereas
FHM and mHUIMiner require more than 1.6 GB. For each dataset,
Figure 4.3 reports on average how many high-utility itemsets that are
closed in both dimensions (multidupehack (closed), in Figure 4.1,
lists them) or only closed in the supporting set (all the other algorithms,
in Figure 4.1, list them). On mushroom, where less than one percent of
the high-utility itemsets are closed, multidupehack (closed) is more
than 200 times faster than multidupehack. That makes it the second
best performer, whereas multidupehack is the worst. As explained in
Section 2.2.1, an analyst tends to only be interested in the closed patterns
because, given all positive utilities here, their sub-patterns necessarily
have smaller utilities.

CHUI-Miner [31] and EFIM-Closed [11] specifically mine closed high-
utility itemsets, still with no tolerance to noise and only positive util-
ities, in 0/1 matrices. Figure 4.4 shows their run times along those of
multidupehack and multidupehack (closed). Although EFIM-Closed
is usually the fastest, it is much slower than EFIM (in Figure 4.1) on
chess and connect. multidupehack (closed) is the best performer on
connect. Figure 4.4 includes as well a curve named multidupehack
(closed and size constraints). It relates to experiments where
multidupehack lists the closed high-utility patterns that involve at least
γ ∈ N elements of each of the two dimensions. Who wants to only in-
terpret large pattern desires such a constraint that none of the competi-
tors handle. In foodmart, for instance, it filters out many high-utility
patterns that involve one single row. γ is here set to a value that de-
pends on the dataset but that at least one high-utility pattern satisfies
in the most constrained setting: 17 for connect and mushroom, 15 for
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Figure 4.1: Times in second to list the high-utility patterns, in absence
of negative utility, over various instances of minimal-utility constraints,
for four state-of-the-art algorithms and two instances of multidupehack
(enforcing patterns to be closed or not), over four standard datasets. All
algorithms output the same results.
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chess, and 3 for foodmart. The additional constraints greatly decrease
the run times: multidupehack (closed and size constraints) is
almost always the fastest competitor in Figure 4.4.

HUINIV-Mine [5], FHN [7] and, of course, multidupehack, can mine
the high-utility itemsets (with no tolerance to noise) in 0/1 matrices
whose cells are associated with positive and negative utilities. SPMF’s
website hosts such datasets but does not provide a version of connect
with negative utilities. foodmart’s real-world utilities are all positive
too. That is why accidents, of size 340 183 × 468, and pumsb, of size
49 046 × 2 113, now replace connect and foodmart. Although multi-
dupehack solves a far more general problem, with possibly more di-
mensions of analysis and a tolerance to noise, it compares well against
HUINIV-Mine and FHN, which are specifically designed to list high-
utility itemsets in presence of positive and negative utilities. Figure 4.5
shows that multidupehack, when it forces the patterns to be closed in
both dimensions, is the fastest to process chess and mushroom. On
mushroom, it is up to twenty times faster than FHN, the second best
performer. As before, the curve multidupehack (closed and size
constraints) is even lower. It reports the results of experiments where
the closed high-utility patterns are additionally forced to involve at
least γ ∈ N elements of each of the two dimensions. This time, γ is
set to 7 for accidents and chess, 16 for mushroom, and 3 for pumsb.

4.1.2 Constrained closed high-utility patterns in a real-
world uncertain tensor

A 3-way uncertain tensor is built from the connection and disconnec-
tion times of spectators who watched video streams on twitch.tv, a
web TV specialized on video games. The tensor is large: 1 198 282 spec-
tators (first dimension) watched at least one of the 94 collected chan-
nels (second dimension) during the 19 weeks (third dimension) of the
data collect, from October 7th 2013 to February 16th 2014. The chan-
nels were selected for focusing on the StarCraft II video game and for
having reached at least 1 000 simultaneous visualizations during the
week that preceded the data collect. Every membership degree in the
uncertain tensor aims to quantify to what extent a spectator enjoyed a
channel during a week. The total time (in seconds) he spent on that
channel during the week is used as a proxy. A logistic function, cen-
tered on 3,600 seconds (spending one hour was enjoying the channel
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(b) connect dataset.
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Figure 4.4: Times to list the closed high-utility patterns, in pres-
ence of no negative utility, over various instances of minimal-utility
constraints, for two state-of-the-art algorithms and three instances of
multidupehack, over four standart datasets. All algorithms output the
same result.
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Figure 4.5: Times to list the high-utility patterns, in presence of pos-
itive and negative utilities, over various instances of minimal-utility
constraints, for two state-of-the-art algorithms and three instances of
multidupehack, over four standard datasets. All algorithms output the
same results.
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moderately: Tt = 0.5) and with a 0.0015 growth rate, converts a time
into a membership degree.

Those same times are used as utilities (with I = {1, 2, 3}). To list a
reasonable number of patterns in a large dataset, such as the twitch.tv
tensor, these patterns must be strongly constrained. In addition to hav-
ing a high utility, the patterns are here required to involve at least three
spectators, three channels and three weeks. The minimal utility thresh-
old, α, is set to 27 600 000 seconds (≈ 319 days). Such a threshold can
be, and was, iteratively fixed: decreasing values for α are tested until
multidupehack’s output is not empty. That process is not prohibitively
time consuming because high minimal utility thresholds lead to fast
executions. Of course, the patterns must be ET-3-sets too. ϵ1, ϵ2 and ϵ3
are all set to 1. Finally, only closed ET-3-sets are listed. It takes multi-
dupehack 51 minutes and 42 seconds to list the 96 701 patterns satis-
fying all the requirements. Additionally forcing any two subsequent
weeks, involved in a pattern, to be separated by at most one (miss-
ing) week (Cerf and Meira formally define this constraint [4]), multi-
dupehack’s run time becomes 31 minutes and 58 seconds, hence a di-
vision by 1.9. Surprisingly, the same patterns are listed: the weeks in-
volved in any closed ET-3-set satisfying the remaining constraints are
always almost-contiguous. The ET-3-set of highest utility involves 83
spectators who each spent, on average, 3.9 days watching the channels
mlgsc2, wcs_america and wcs_europe2 during the first three weeks of
the collect. That pattern makes sense: those three channels broadcast
the American and European games of the 2013 StarCraft II World Cham-
pionship Series, the main StarCraft II tournament, which ended at the
end of the last week covered by the pattern. A fourth channel, wcs_gsl,
broadcast the Korean games but they happened before the collect.

Instead of attaching utilities to the 3-tuples, the utility function can
take a pair (channel, week) at input (i.e., I = {2, 3}) and return the
maximal number of spectators who were simultaneously watching the
channel over the week. As a consequence, the minimal-utility con-
straint forces the channels in a returned pattern to have been ”popular”
during the weeks in this same pattern. Using the same configuration as
above (including the almost-contiguity constraint), except for the mini-
mal utility, which is set to 75 000 spectators, multidupehack now takes 6
minutes and 14 seconds to list 102 closed ET-3-sets. The results are intu-
itive. For instance, among all the returned patterns, those that involve
the last three weeks of the collect, from January 27th 2014 to February
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16th 2014, always involve egstephano too. That channel, which broad-
cast games of the eponymous player, does not occur in any pattern in-
volving the previous weeks. Stephano indeed announced, months be-
fore the beginning of the collect, its retirement from StarCraft II compe-
titions but he unexpectedly took part in the qualifications for the 2014
WCS Season 2 Europe and defeated the three players he played against,
at the end of January 2014.

4.2 Skypatterns
All the experiments were performed on a GNU/Linux™ operating sys-
tem running on top of a 2.93 GHz core (multidupehack and its competi-
tors are monothreaded). https://gitlab.com/nnadisic/skypatterns-
uncertain-tensors hosts the datasets, the source codes and the script
to run all experiments.

4.2.1 Mining skypatterns in 0/1 matrices: a compara-
tive study

State-of-the-art algorithms, Aetheris [24], DP [19] and CP+SKY [30], list
skypatterns in 0/1 matrices and with no tolerance to noise, i.e. a special
case of the generalization multidupehack proposes. Here, n = 2 and
ϵ1 = ϵ2 = 0. In that context, skypatterns w.r.t. the frequency and the
area are mined in 23 UCI datasets, a reproduction of the experiments
Ugarte, Boizumault, Crémilleux, Lepailleur, Loudni, Plantevit, Raïssi,
and Soulet made [28] to compare Aetheris and CP+SKY but with DP
and, of course, multidupehack as additional competitors.

All four algorithms outputting the same skypatterns, Figure 4.6 only
reports run times, in seconds. The scale is logarithmic. A clear rank-
ing appears: multidupehack is faster than CP+SKY that is faster than
Aetheris that is faster than DP. It is the case on all datasets except abalone,
where the positions of Aetheris and CP+SKY are swapped, and hypo,
where multidupehack is second, after CP+SKY. DP is always the slow-
est competitor but it handles any pairwise preferences, the Pareto dom-
inance being a special case. To mine the skypatterns in abalone and
mushroom, DP requires more than two hours, the chosen timeout. On
average, multidupehack is 11 times faster than the second fastest com-
petitor, CP+SKY, and 42 times faster than Aetheris, the third fastest.

https://gitlab.com/nnadisic/skypatterns-uncertain-tensors
https://gitlab.com/nnadisic/skypatterns-uncertain-tensors
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Figure 4.6: Run times in seconds to list the skypatterns maximizing the
frequency and the area in 0/1 matrices taken from the UCI Machine
Learning Repository.

The latter result was expected: Aetheris does not consider the pre-
viously discovered patterns to prune the search space. It lists many
closed 2-sets that are then filtered through Pareto domination tests.
More surprisingly, multidupehack outperforms CP+SKY by a large mar-
gin. Both algorithms handle the same class of measures, prune the pat-
tern space in the same way, but multidupehack can list n-dimensional
skypatterns that tolerate noise. CP+SKY relies on a constraint pro-
gramming framework and leaves the traversal order of the pattern space
to it. In contrast, multidupehack’s choice of the element to enumerate,
at line 9 in Algorithm 2, aims to maximize the reduction of the upper
bound of the search space in a left child, i.e. (U ′

1, . . . , U
′
n) in Figure 3.1.

The employed heuristics, which does not consider the measures, sig-
nificantly lowers multidupehack’s run time.
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Figure 4.7: Runtimes in seconds to list the SFUPs in four 0/1 matrices
taken from http://www.philippe-fournier-viger.com/spmf/index.
php?link=datasets.php.

4.2.2 Mining SFUPs in 0/1 matrices: a comparative
study

SKYMINE [13] and SFUPMinerUemax [18] are specific algorithms to
mine, in 0/1 matrices, SFUPs2, i.e., all-ones sub-matrices (n = 2 and
ϵ1 = ϵ2 = 0) that are skypatterns w.r.t. two measures: the frequency
and the utility, defined in a more restricted way than in Definition 2.9:
I = {1, 2} and u ≥ 0. SFUPMinerUemax was shown to significantly
outperform SKYMINE on four datasets, taken from the SPMF web page [8].
Figure 4.7 compares the run times of multidupehack and SFUPMinerUe-
max on the same four datasets. Despite its far greater generality, multi-
dupehack lists, in all datasets but foodmart, the SFUPs in a fraction of
the time SFUPMinerUemax takes. SFUPMinerUemax requires more
than two hours – the chosen timeout – to mine BMS, hence the missing
bar. In contrast, multidupehack takes less than 35 seconds to list the
SFUPs in that dataset.

4.2.3 Skypatterns in a real-world 3-way uncertain tensor
The same dataset based on Twitch is used (Section 4.1.2), but slightly
tweaked. Every pair (channel, week) is associated with a point. Its or-
dinate is the maximal number of simultaneous viewers the channel got
during the week and its abscissa is the time, in seconds since the begin-
ning of the collect, when this maximum was reached. These points are

2Skyline Frequence-Utility Pattern.

http://www.philippe-fournier-viger.com/spmf/index.php?link=datasets.php
http://www.philippe-fournier-viger.com/spmf/index.php?link=datasets.php
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used to define a regression line whose slope is to be maximized (see
Section 2.1.3).

multidupehack can list the skypatterns maximizing the number of
weeks involved in the ET-3-set, its number of channels, and the slope of
the regression line fitting the points associated with the pairs (channel, week),
whose elements are taken from the respective subsets of the ET-3-set
(Definition 2.11). To not find ET-3-sets with too few spectators, chan-
nels, or weeks, three minimal-size constraints are additionally enforced:
every dimension of the pattern must contains at least three elements.
Finally, each of the three noise tolerance thresholds is set to 1. With
that configuration, multidupehack’s execution lasts 15 minutes 25 sec-
onds and returns 114 skypatterns. By additionally forcing the weeks
involved in an ET-3-set to be separated from the previous and next
week by at most one (missing) week (see [4] for a formal definition),
only half that time is required: 7 minutes and 34 seconds. Surpris-
ingly, the same skypatterns are listed, i.e., their weeks are naturally
almost-contiguous.

The discovered skypatterns are relevant and demonstrate the use-
fulness of the slope. Those that involve the last three weeks of the
collect, from January 27th 2014 to February 16th 2014, always involve
egstephano too. That channel, which broadcasts games of the epony-
mous player, does not occur in any pattern involving the previous weeks.
Stephano indeed announced its retirement from StarCraft II competi-
tions months before the beginning of the collect but unexpectedly took
part in the qualifications for the 2014 WCS Season 2 Europe and defeated
the three players he played against, at the end of January 2014, thereby
attracting a rapidly growing number of spectators. The skypatterns
with weeks ranging from mid-January to the end of the collect involve
the egjd channel. It broadcasts the games of a Korean player, Jaedong.
His audience grew as he won the first stages of the 2014 Global StarCraft
II League Season 1, whose dates match those of the skypatterns.

4.2.4 Skypatterns in a real-world 4-way uncertain tensor
A 4-way uncertain tensor is built from a two-year usage log of Vélo’v,
the public bicycle network in Lyon, France. That network consists of
327 stations where bicycles can be rented and returned. The riding be-
haviors evolve along the day and depend on the day of the week: 7×24
directed graphs (one per day of the week and per one-hour period) are
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built. Their edges are labeled with the numbers of rides between ev-
ery ordered pair of stations (the departure and arrival stations). Those
numbers are normalized so that every directed graph has a same to-
tal weight. Finally, a logistic function turns every normalized number
of rides into a membership degree. The resulting 7 × 24 × 327 × 327

uncertain tensor has a 0.005 density.
multidupehack is configured to mine some kind of cross-graph quasi-

cliques: a constraint forces every pattern to involve one single set of
stations, i.e. the departure and the arrival stations must be the same.
The sizes of the dimensions of the patterns are not only maximized
(three measures, the number of departure and arrival stations being
the same) but also constrained to avoid the discovery of skypatterns
with too few elements of some of the dimensions: there must be at
least two days, two 1-hour periods and four stations. Finally the noise
tolerance thresholds are set: ϵday = ϵhour = 10 and ϵdeparture = ϵarrival = 5.

After 283 seconds of computation, multidupehack returns 51 sky-
patterns. They are relevant. Figure 4.8a shows the geographic posi-
tions of four stations involved in a skypattern that represents many
rides occurring every day, except on Sundays, between 3 and 7 p.m.
Those stations are in the working and commercial districts of Lyon.
More precisely, they are in streets that shoppers frequent. The shops
closing on Sundays, it makes sense that Sunday is the only day not in-
volved in the skypattern. Figure 4.8b depicts another skypattern: five
stations that exchange many bicycles during the week-ends between
3 p.m. and 7 p.m. Four of them are in zones frequented for leisure or
tourism, e.g. the Parc de la Tête d’Or, the largest park of the city, where
many people love to ride during the afternoons on week-ends. The fifth
station is in front of Lyon’s main train station.
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(a) Monday to Saturday, from 3 p.m. to
7 p.m.

(b) Saturday and Sunday from 3 p.m. to
7 p.m.

Figure 4.8: Difference between patterns extracted during (a) the week
days and (b) during the weekends.



Chapter 5

Discussion

5.1 Contributions
Two extensions that I developed during the thesis are presented. I also
performed a comparison with the respective competitors, for each of
the two problems, allowing to show that the generality of multidupe-
hack is not a drawback to its efficiency. Moreover, multidupehack in-
troduces the novelty of taking as an input any number of piecewise
(anti-)monotone constraints, allowing the analyst to finely tune the al-
gorithm’s behavior to his needs. The analyst could also implement his
own constraints, as long as they behave piecewise (anti-)monotonicaly.
In my humble opinion, this is the main interest of multidupehack and
its best value compared to its competitors.

Indeed, unlike the existing literature, this thesis has not proposed
an algorithm that is specifically designed for itemsets. For example,
“having a utility exceeding a threshold” has been seen as a constraint
like any other, which has been proven piecewise (anti-)monotone, even
in presence of both positive and negative utilities. Thanks to that prop-
erty, multidupehack can efficiently prune the search of the patterns de-
fined in a broad context: the uncertain tensor. That allows the analyst
to take into consideration any number n of dimensions of analysis and
to quantify to what extent every n-tuple satisfies the Boolean predi-
cate that the tensor encodes. Moreover, he can force the patterns to be
closed in any subset of the dimensions and to satisfy any set of piece-
wise (anti-)monotone constraints. Choosing a conjunction of such con-
straints is analog to designing a database query: every returned pat-
tern/record must satisfy it. Continuing with that analogy, this report
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has brought SQL’s WHERE keyword to pattern mining. Although the
proposal addresses a general problem, it has been shown competitive
when it comes to mining high-utility itemsets in 0/1 matrices, i.e. the
specific problem tackled by dozens of existing algorithms.

This report also tackles skypattern mining in the general context
of uncertain tensors. The proposal extends the multidupehack algo-
rithm, which can now optimize any number of measures as long as
they are piecewise (anti-)monotone. That mathematical property is lit-
tle restrictive. It enables the use of sophisticated measures, such as
the slope of a regression line defined from the pattern, while allowing
an efficient pruning of the pattern space. Experiments on 0/1 matri-
ces have shown that multidupehack is faster than state-of-the-art al-
gorithms, which focus on that special case. Additional experiments
have demonstrated how valuable the extension is to uncertain tensors.
Indeed, relevant skypatterns have been discovered in two real-world
uncertain tensors thanks to the combination of sophisticated measures
to optimize and constraints, enabling for instance the search of skypat-
terns that are cross-graph quasi-cliques in a dynamic graph.

multidupehack along with its extensions is a free software under
the terms of the GNU GPLv3, thus freely available at the following ad-
dress: http://homepages.dcc.ufmg.br/~lcerf/en/prototypes.html#
multidupehack.

5.2 Critical reflections
The work presented in this thesis is of interest with regards to the field
of data mining, and we managed to produce quality results in a short
period of time (6 months). However, there are two key points that are
worth improving:

• An insufficient focus has been performed on the bibliography, es-
pecially about high-utility patterns. This can be explained by the
fact that the literature in this field is enormous and it is difficult
to reach a good comprehension of its span within the short time
that we had had allowed. However, I genuinely think that ac-
cording a greater importance to the literature review could have
helped, as I missed some important last-years development that
had been recently published.

http://homepages.dcc.ufmg.br/~lcerf/en/prototypes.html#multidupehack
http://homepages.dcc.ufmg.br/~lcerf/en/prototypes.html#multidupehack
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• We probably lacked some rigour as well during the experiments.
Measuring a program execution time is a very complex subject,
and some additional attention could have been applied to it. For
instance, we have not measured mean deviations of the measured
times, and it is only now that I realize how valuable they can be in
order to interpret the results. The main issue in measuring run-
ning time for data-mining algorithm is caused by long execution
times. As seen in Chapter 4, some algorithm-dataset pairs yield
running time above 2 hours. If one decides to perform about 10
passes for each pair (in order to converge towards statistical rel-
evancy), one would spend about a week running all the experi-
ments – which is not possible given the short period of time we
had allowed. A choice had to be made, and we decided to reduce
the experiments’ quality to increase their quantity.

5.3 Ethics and sustainability
One could wonder what impacts this work might have on ethical is-
sues. Indeed, data mining techniques are usually used for customer
behavior analysis and tracking (especially high-utility patterns extrac-
tion, which strongly correlate to prices in supermarkets). Ethics in this
field might be subject to discussion. However, this work is mostly the-
oretical, and the real-life datasets we present constitute examples: the
algorithm has not been used in any real-life scenario. multidupehack
has already been used in research in biology – even though, to the best
of my knowledge, no publication has ever been made about this. This
algorithm is a tool which deliberately remains blind to its purposes: it
is therefore somehow difficult to connect it with ethical concerns.

This algorithm, and, to a greater extent, research in pattern min-
ing algorithms, might lead to a more sustainable future, given that
they try to achieve low memory consumption and faster run times than
their competitors. However, this class of algorithm is of a low impor-
tance when it comes to sustainability, as they weight little compared to
other types of algorithms. The impact might be of medium importance
should this algorithm be ever ran on large data which require compu-
tation times of, say, several days or week. However, as far as I know,
this is not on the agenda (yet). One might argue that increasing the
data processing power might just lead to more data being processed,
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consequence of which would be a similar power, time and memory
consumption, hence no gain in terms of sustainability.

5.4 Future works
Regarding high-utility patterns, the main required improvement is per-
formance. As seen in Section 4.1, multidupehack has an average perfor-
mance, while some competitors (specifically designed for high-utility
pattern mining) perform up to 10 times faster. multidupehack’s speedup
could be performed by tweaking its enumeration process, but it might
result in a loss of generality. Another way of greatly improving its
speed is to make multidupehackparallel, as it is currently monothreaded.
Indeed, it enumeration tree (as seen in Figure 3.1) is highly paralleliz-
able: each node behaves independently from the others1.

Regarding skypattern mining, other interesting directions of gen-
eralization have already been proposed in the literature. In particular,
notions of softness [30] relax in a natural way the Pareto domination
and the dominance algebra, which Negrevergne, Dries, Guns, and Ni-
jssen [19] have proposed, opens up perspectives that are yet to be ex-
plored. Besides the generality of the notion of dominance, the quality
of the mined data and the performances of the algorithm are to be max-
imized.

Another simple way of going forwards is adding more and more
piecewise (anti-)monotone constraints to multidupehack. It is so far
performed by adding a new C++ class to the code. This method has
limitations : an analyst who would like to implement his own con-
straints would have to edit the code (although in a simple way) and
compile it again. One idea would be to create a Domain Specific Lan-
guage to express such constraints, and have multidupehack interpret
them on-the-go, but no research endeavour has yet been performed in
that direction.

1Looking at the implementation, one can notice that this is untrue – but the enu-
meration process can be slightly tuned to make the nodes entirely independent.



Chapter 6

Conclusion

The endeavour of the thesis has been focused on implementing two
extensions to a generalist pattern-mining algorithm, namely multi-
dupehack. After detailing their mathematical soundness, we compared
them to their concurrent – other pattern-mining algorithms focusing
on a single kind of problem. The interest of multidupehack is twofold:
first, its broad generality makes it a good choice for various pattern-
mining tasks; then, its performance ranks it among the fastest pattern-
mining algorithms.

This works is part of the large family of data-mining algorithms. It
is specialized in exact pattern-mining, that is, pattern extraction which
does not discard meaningful pattern nor outputs unsatisfying patterns
– unlike some algorithms, which specialize in high speed and/or very
large datasets (i.e. datasets that multidupehack could not possibly mine
in reasonable time). Seen in the broader context of data processing, an
analogy can be make between SQL’s WHERE statement and multidupe-
hack: both allow to enforce constraints of extracted data.
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